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The main result of this paper is a new, weaker condition for the exact controlla-
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integrable derivatives, then the parabolic equation is exactly controllable. Q 1997
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a bounded domain in R d with smooth boundary ­ V. For a
 .  .fixed T , let Q s 0, T = V and S s 0, T = ­ V. On the domain V, let
A be the second-order elliptic differential operator
d ­ ­ y
Ay s y a x q c x y. .  . i , j /­ x ­ xi ji , js1
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  ..We will assume that c G 0 on V and that the matrix a x is symmetrici, j
and positive definite. Consider the parabolic initial boundary value
problem
­
y q Ay s u in Q,
­ t
y s 0 on S , 1.1 .
y 0 s y on V . . 0
1 .It is well known that if the data y and u are given such that y g H V0 0 0
2 .  .and u g L Q , then the problem 1.1 has a unique weak solution
1, 2 . s .y g H Q . Here, for real numbers s, H V denotes the standard
 w x. 1 . 1 .Sobolev spaces see, e.g., 1 , H V denotes the subspace of H V0
consisting of functions having vanishing traces with respect to ­ V, and
1,2 .H Q is a Hilbert space that will be defined at the end of this section.
The exact controllability problem we study here is to seek, for given
2 .  .  .functions y and y g L V , a function y s y t, x and a control u t, x ,Ã0
 .  .  .both defined for t, x g Q, such that y, u satisfy 1.1 and also y T , x s
 .y x for x g V.Ã
This problem has been studied extensively in the last thirty years. Some
w x w xearly contributions are due to Egorov 2, 3 and Gal'chuk 9 . Many
significant developments in the controllability theory for linear parabolic
w xand hyperbolic equations are due to Fattorini and Russell 4, 5, 14]16 .
Using a harmonic analysis method, they obtained sufficient conditions for
the exact controllability of systems governed by hyperbolic and parabolic
w xequations. More recently, Lions 12 developed the Hilbert Uniqueness
Method for the exact controllability problem for hyperbolic equations.
Other recent developments in exact controllability problems for dis-
w xtributed parameter systems are due to Fursikov and Imanuvilov 7, 8 .
In this paper, we attempt to study the exact controllability problem for
 .the system 1.1 by examining the limit behavior of a corresponding
optimal control problem. This method is different from the traditional
w xharmonic analysis method. It has been used by Fursikov and Imanuvilov 8
in the study of the approximate controllability of systems governed by the
Navier]Stokes equations. Using this method, we obtain a new sufficient
 .condition for the exact controllability of 1.1 . Specifically, we prove that if
2 .  .y g H V , then the system 1.1 is exactly controllable.Ã
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the remainder of this section, we
introduce some notation that will be used throughout the paper. Then, in
Section 2, we discuss the exact controllability problem for systems gov-
erned by ordinary differential equations using the optimal control method.
This section can be considered as motivational for the study of the
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controllability problem for parabolic differential equations which is given
in Section 3.
For a Hilbert space X, define
T 22L 0, T ; X s f : 0, T ª X ; f t dt - ` .  .  .H X 5
0
which is also a Hilbert space with the norm
1r2
T 2
25 5f s f t dt . .L 0 , T ; X . H X /0
We shall use the notation
f , c s fc dx . H
V
2 .for the L V -inner product and the associated norm will be denoted by
5 5? . For p, q ) 0, let
H p , q Q s L2 0, T ; H q V l H p 0, T ; L2 V . .  .  . .  .
w xThese spaces are discussed in 11 , and their norms can be defined by
1r22 2
p , q 2 q p 25 5 5 5 5 5f s f q f . .H Q. L 0 , T ; H V .. H 0 , T ; L V ..
 . 1 . 1 .Define the bilinear form a ?, ? : H V = H V ª R by
d ­f ­c
a f , c s a x q c x fc dx. .  .  .H i j /­ x ­ xV i ji , js1
Note that, from the properties of the operator A, we have that there exist
constants c , c ) 0 such that1 2
15 5 5 5a f , c F c f c ;f , c g H V , .  .1 11
5 5 2 1a f , f G c f ;f g H V . .  .12 0
Next, we introduce the eigenvalue problem
Aw s nw in V ,
w s 0 on ­ V .
w xIt is well known 13 that this problem has a system of eigenfunctions
 4` 2 .w that form a complete orthonormal set in L V , with correspondingj js1
eigenvalues 0 - n F n F ??? F n ª ` as j ª `.1 2 j
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 .We now consider the weak formulation of problem 1.1 with u s 0:
­ y
1, f q a y , f s 0 ;f g H V , .  .0 /­ t 1.2 .
y 0, ? s y on V . . 0
2 .  .It is also well known that if y g L V , then 1.2 has a unique solution0
2 1 ..  .y g L 0, T ; H V . The exact solution of 1.2 can be represented as0
`
yn tjy t , x s y , w e w x . 1.3 .  .  .  . 0 j j
js1
2. EXACT CONTROLLABILITY FOR
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
Consider the following finite-dimensional system,
y9 t q Ay t s Bu t for 0 - t - T , .  .  . i i
2.1 .
y 0 s 0, .
n=n n=k  . n  . kwhere A g R , B g R , y s y t g R , and u s u t g R . Here u
represents the control ¨ariable and y the state ¨ariable. Define a cost
function as
e T21 2J u s y T ; u y y q u t dt , .  .  .Ã He 2 2 0
 .  . < <where y t; u is the solution of 2.1 for a given u and ? denotes the
Euclidian norm in R n. In this setting, the optimal control problem for the
 .  .system 2.1 is to find u t such thate
J u s min J u . 2.2 .  .  .e e e
2 .ugL 0, T
 .The optimality system of the problem 2.2 can be calculated as follows.
2 .For n g L 0, T ,
d T
J u q dn s y T ; u y y ? y T , n q e u ? n dt , 2.3 .  .  .  . .Ã He e edd ds0 0
 .where ? denotes the Euclidean inner product. Let p t be the solution of
the following adjoint problem,
p9 t y A*p t s 0 for 0 - t - T , .  .
2.4 .
p T s y T y y , .  . Ã
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 .  .  .where ? * denotes the matrix transpose. Then, combining 2.3 and 2.4 ,
d T
J u q d ¨ s p T ? y T ; ¨ q e u ? ¨ dt .  .  . He eds0dd 0
dT T
s p ? y dt q e u ? ¨ dt .H H edt0 0
d dT T
s p ? y q y ? p dt q e u ? ¨ dtH H e /dt dt0 0
T
s A*p ? y q yAy q B¨ ? p dt q e u ? ¨ dt .  . .H H e
0
T
s B*p q e u ? ¨ dt s 0. .H e
0
Thus,
e u s yB*p. 2.5 .e
 .  .  .Equations 2.1 , 2.4 , and 2.5 together form the optimality system for the
 .problem 2.2 . From the optimality system we have that
1t TyA Tyt . yATyt .y T ; u s e Bu dt s y e BB*p dt . H H« e e0 0
1 T yA Tyt . yA*Tyt .s y e BB*e y T ; u y y dt . .ÃH ee 0
1
s y U T y T ; u y y , .  . .Ãee
where
T yA Tyt . yA*Tyt .U T s e BB*e dt . . H
0
Thus,
1
y T ; u s y U T y T ; u y y .  .  . .Ãe ee
or
y1y T ; u y y s ye e I q U T y , 2.6 .  .  . . .Ã Ãe
where I denotes the identity matrix.
w xThe following result can be found in 15 .
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 . nTHEOREM 2.1. The system 2.1 is exactly controllable for any y g R ifÃ
 .and only if U T is positi¨ e definite.
 .Using 2.6 , we have the following result.
 .THEOREM 2.2. The system 2.1 is exactly controllable if and only if for
any y g R n and any e ) 0, there exists a constant C, independent of e , suchÃ
that
y T ; u y y F Ce . 2.7 .  .Ãe
 . nProof. Assume that 2.1 is exactly controllable for any y g R . Then,Ã
 .  .by Theorem 2.1, U T is positive definite. Thus, by 2.6 , there exists a
<  . < < <constant C , independent of e , such that y T ; u y y F C e y . SettingÃ Ã1 e 1
< <  .C s C y , we obtain 2.7 .Ã1
 .  .Now, assuming that 2.7 is valid, we shall establish that U T is
 .positive definite. Suppose that U T is not positive definite. Then, there
 . < <  .exists y such that U T y s 0 and y s 1. Then, from 2.6 , we have thatÃ Ã Ã
 .  .y T ; u s 0 which implies that 2.7 is not valid. This contradiction provese
 .that U T is positive definite.
 .In the next section, we show that a condition analogous to 2.7 is
sufficient for the exact controllability of systems governed by linear
parabolic differential equations.
3. EXACT CONTROLLABILITY OF LINEAR PARABOLIC
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
3.1. Trace Theorems and Regularity Properties of Parabolic Equations
We first quote some trace theorems and regularity properties for
w xparabolic equations; see 11 for details.
w x p, q .THEOREM 3.1 11, Vol. 2, p. 9 . For u g H Q with q ) 1r2, p G 0,
we may define, for a fixed t ) 0,
­ k u
x , t on V if k - p y 1r2 .k­ t
and
­ k u
pkx , t g H V , .  .k­ t
1 .where p s q p y k y rp.k 2
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Now, consider the initial boundary value problem for linear parabolic
differential equations,
­ ¨
q A¨ s g in Q,
­ t
¨ s 0 on S ,
¨ s h in V for t s 0,
where A, V, Q, and S are defined in Section 1.
 .  w x. 2 . 1 .THEOREM 3.2. 1 See 11, Vol. 2, p. 83 . If g g L Q and h g H V ,
1, 2 .then ¨ g H Q and
5 5 1 , 2 5 5 2 5 5 1¨ F C g q h . .H Q. L Q. H Q.
 .  w x. 2 . y1r2 .2 See 11, Vol. 2, p. 84 . If g g L Q and h g H V , then
1r4, 1r2 .¨ g H Q and
5 5 1r4 , 1r2 5 5 2 5 5 y1 r2¨ F C g q h . .H Q. L Q. H Q.
 . 2 . 2 . 1r2, 1 .3 If g g L Q and h g L V , then ¨ g H Q and
5 5 1r2 , 1 5 5 2 5 5 2¨ F C g q h . .H Q. L Q. L Q.
 . 2 . 1r2 . 3r4, 3r2 .4 If g g L Q and h g H V , then ¨ g H Q and
5 5 3r4 , 3r2 5 5 2 5 5 1r2¨ F C g q h . .H Q. L Q. H Q.
1 .  .  . .Proof of 3 and 4 . Let u s 1r3. Then 0 s u q y 1 y u so that2
2 .by interpolation theorem we have that if ¨ g L V , then
1 1 .  .uq 1yu , 2uq 1yu 1r2, 14 2¨ g H Q s H Q .  .
and
5 5 1r2 , 1 5 5 2 5 5 2¨ F C g q h . .H Q. L Q. L Q.
 .  .This proves 3 . The proof of 4 is similar with u s 2r3.
3.2. Optimal Control and the Representation of the Terminal State
Recall the control system governed by the linear parabolic differential
equation:
­
y q Ay s u in Q,
­ t
y s 0 on S , 3.1 .
y s y on V for t s 0.0
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Similar to the finite dimensional case, we define an optimal control
 .problem for the system 3.1 as follows. First, we define a cost functional
1 e2 2J u s y T , x ; u y y x dx q u t , x dx dt , .  .  .  . .ÃH He 2 2V Q
 .  .  .where y s y t, x; u satisfies 3.1 . u t, x is said to be an optimal controle
if it satisfies
J u s inf J u . .  .e e e
2 .ugL Q
 .  .We let y s y t, x; u denote the solution of 3.1 with u s u . Thee e e
 w x.  .optimality system is given by see 10 3.1 and
­ pe y Ap s 0 in Q,e­ t
p s 0 on S ,e 3.2 .
p s y y y in V for t s T ,Ãe e
p s ye u in Q.e e
From now on, we suppress the explicit dependence on x, e.g., we will use
 .  .u t to mean u t, x .
 .Let E t denote the solution operator for the problem
­ w
q Aw s 0 on Q,
­ t
w s 0 on S ,
w s z in V for ts0,
i.e.,
w t s E t z . .  .
 .Then, from 3.2 , we have that
p t s E T y t y T y y .  .  . .Ãe e
and
1
u t s y E T y t y T y y . 3.3 .  .  .  . .Ãe ee
 .  .Combining 3.1 with 3.3 , we obtain
1 T
y T s E T y y E T y t E T y t y T y y dt. .  .  .  .  . .ÃHe 0 ee 0
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2 .Now, define a linear operator R from L V to itself as follows. For
2 .z g L V , we have that
T
Rz s E T y t E T y t z dt. .  .H
0
R will play a central role in obtaining the main result of this paper. Using
the operator R, we have that
1
y T s E T y y R y T y y .  .  . .Ãe 0 ee
or
y1y T y y s ye eI q R E T y q y , 3.4 .  .  .  . .Ã Ãe 0
2 .where I denotes the identity operator on L Q . The next two lemmas
describe some properties of the operator R.
2 .LEMMA 3.3. R is a symmetric and nonnegati¨ e operator from L V to
itself. Also, Ker R s 0.
2 .Proof. For z , z g L V we have that1 2
T
Rz , z s E T y t E T y t z , z dt .  .  . .H1 2 1 2
0
T
s E T y t z , E T y t z dt .  . .H 1 2
0
T
s z , E T y t E T y t z dt s z , Rz . .  .  . .H 1 2 1 2
0
2 .Thus, R is symmetric. Using the same argument, we have, for z g L V ,
that
T 2
2Rz , z s E T y t z dt. .  .  .H L V
0
2 .Thus, R is also nonnegative. If, for some z g L V , Rz s 0, then from
 .3.7 we have that
E T y t z s 0 for 0 - t - T . .
Thus z s 0. Thus, Ker R s 0.
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2 .LEMMA 3.4. R is a compact operator from L V to itself.
2 .  .  .Proof. Let z g L V . By the semigroup property of E t and 3 of
Theorem 3.2, we have that
1T 2T
15 5 1 1Rz F E T y t E T y t z dt s E t z dt .  .  . .  .H V . H HH V H V20 0
1r2
2T 2
1 0, 1F C E t z dt s C E ? z .  . .  .H H V H 0, 2T ; V /0
25 51r2 , 1F C E ? z F C z . .  . L V .H 0, 2T ; V
2 .Thus, R is a compact operator from L V to itself.
3.3. Con¨ergence of the Final Optimal State and Approximate Controllability
 .We now show that the final state y T of the optimal control probleme
converges, as e ª 0, to y.Ã
2 .  .THEOREM 3.5. Let y g L V . Then, lim y T s y.Ã Ãe ª 0 e
w xProof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 and the Hilbert]Schmidt Theorem 13 ,
 4`the operator R has a system of eigenfunctions e with correspondingj js1
 4`eigenvalues l G l G ??? G l ª 0 as j ª `. Moreover, e forms an1 2 j j js1
2 . 2 .orthonormal basis in L V . For y, y g L V , letÃ 0
`
y y E T y s y e . .Ã 0 j j
js1
Then,
`
R y y E T y s l y e . . .Ã 0 j j j
js1
 .Using 3.4 , we have that
` e yj
y T y y s e . . Ã e je q l jjs1
Thus,
` 2 2 N 2 2 `e y e yj j2 2
2y T y y s F q y . . Ã    .L Ve j2 2
e q l e q l .  .js1 js1 jsNq1j j
For any given d ) 0, there exists N such that
` d
2y - . j 2jsNq1
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For this fixed N, there exists b ) 0 such that
N 2 2e y dj
- for 0 - e - b . 2 2e q l .js1 j
Thus,
2
2y T y y - d for 0 - e - b . . Ã  .L Ve
The proof is complete.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. The system 3.1 is said to be approximately control-
 .lable if, for any given y and d ) 0, there exists a control u t and aÃ
 .   .  ..  .function y t such that y t , u t is a solution of 3.1 and
y T y y - d . . Ã
 .The approximate controllability of the system 3.1 is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 3.5.
2 .  .COROLLARY. Let y g L V . Then, the system 3.1 is approximatelyÃ
controllable.
w xApproximate controllability has been proved in 10 . Our proof is differ-
ent in that it is constructive.
3.4. Exact Controllability
We first prove the following theorem. We shall see that it is equivalent
to our main result.
1 . 2 .THEOREM 3.6. Assume that y g H V . If y g L V satisfies theÃ0 0
condition
` 2yj
- `, 3.5 . 2l jjs1
 .where y , l are defined in Theorem 3.5, then 3.1 is exactly controllable, thatj j
2 .  .is, there exists u g L Q such that the solution y of 3.1 also satisfies
y T s y. . Ã
Proof. By the proof of the Theorem 3.5 we have that
2y T y y F Ce . 3.6 .  .Ã  .L Ve
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 .Then, using the optimality system 3.2 and the regularity properties of
 .parabolic equations see Subsection 3.1 , we have that
1r2 , 1 2p F C p T F Ce . . .  .H Q L Ve e
 .Then, by the optimality system 3.4 again we obtain
1
1r2 , 1 1r2 , 1u s p F C. .  .H Q H Qe ee
2 .Thus, there exists a sequence e , e ª 0, n ª `, and u g L Q such thatn n
u ª u strongly in L2 Q . .en
Let y be the solution of the problem
­
y q Ay s u in Q,
­ t
y s 0 on S ,
y 0 s y on V . . 0
By the regularity property of the solutions of linear parabolic differential
 .equations see Subsection 3.1 we have that
y g H 1, 2 Q . .
 .  . 2 .By the trace theorem, we have that y T , y T g L V . Let d s y y y.e e en n n
We have that
­den q Ad s u y u in Q,e en n­ t
d s 0 on S ,en
3.7 .
d 0 s 0 in V . .en
 .Multiplying 3.7 by d and integrating the result over Q, we obtainen
­dT T Ten , d dt q Ad , d dt s u y u , d dt. .  .H H He e e e en n n n n /­ t0 0 0
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 .Integrating by parts and using the coercivity property of a ?, ? , we have
that
T2
y T y y T q a d , d dt .  .  .He e en n n
0
T
s u y u , d dt .H e en n
0
2 cT 2 22F u y u q d dt2 2H e e2  .  .L V L Vn n /2c0
1 T2F C u y u q a d , d dt. .2 He e e .L Qn n n2 0
Therefore,
y T ª y T in L2 V . .  .  .en
 .But, from 3.6 , we have that
y T ª y in L2 V .  .Ãen
so that
y T s y. . Ã
Remark 3.1. Let Ry1 be the inverse of operator R. Then, the condition
 .3.5 is equivalent to
y y E T y g D Ry1 . .  .Ã 0
 .Remark 3.2. From the proof of Theorem 3.7, we see that if 3.5 holds,
then
2y e , T y y F Ce . . Ã  .L V
 .It is easy to show that 3.5 is actually a necessary condition for the above
inequality to hold. In fact, assume that the above inequality holds. Then,
by the proof of Theorem 3.5, we have that
` 2 2e yj2 2
2y e , T y y s F Ce . . Ã  . L V 2
e q l .js1 j
Thus,
` 2yj F C. 2
e q l .js1 j
 .Letting e ª 0, we obtain 3.5 .
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper.
1 . 2 .THEOREM 3.7. Assume that y g H V . If y g H V , then the systemÃ0 0
 .1.1 is exactly controllable.
2 .Proof. Recall that for z g L V ,
T
Rz s E T y t E T y t z dt. .  .H
0
 4Let n , f be the eigensystem of A. Then by the analyticity of thej j
 w x.semigroup E see 6 , we have that
T TyTyt .n yTyt .n y2Tyt .nj j jRf s e e dtf s e dtfH Hj j j
0 0
Ty2Tyt .n je 1
y2 Tn js f s 1 y e f . .j jy2n 2nj j0
Thus, the eigensystem of R is given by
1
y2 Tn je , l s f , 1 y e . 4  .j j j 52n j
Hence, the eigensystem of Ry1 is
2n jy1e , l s f , . 4j j j y2Tn 5j1 y e
Since n ª `, j ª `, we can find two positive constants C and C suchj 1 2
that
C n F ly1 F C n , j s 1, 2, . . . .1 j j 2 j
Thus, Ry1 and A have equivalent eigensystems and therefore
D Ry1 s D A s H 2 V . .  .  .
 .  . 2 .It is easy to see from 1.3 that E T y g H V . The result of the0
theorem is then the direct consequence of Remark 3.1.
w xRemark 3.3. In 14 , Russell gave a sufficient condition on exact con-
 .trollability of the system 1.1 using the harmonic analysis method. The
condition is
’C Ay g e , 3.8 .Ã
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where C ) 0 is a constant and A is the elliptic operator that appears in
 .  .3.1 . We now construct an example in which our condition 3.5 is satisfied
 .but 3.8 is not satisfied.
 .Let V s 0, p , a s 1, and c s 1. It is well known that the eigensys-11
tem of the operator A is given by
`2 4n , w s k , sin kx . 4 .k k ks1
Let
` wk
u s . kks1
The final state corresponding to the control u is given by
`
y T s y w , .  k k
ks1
where
1 1T 2 2yk Tyt . yk Ty s e dt s 1 y e . .Hk 3k k0
By the construction of the operator R, the eigenvalues of R are given by
1T 2 2y2 k Tyt . y2 k Tl s e dt s 1 y e . .Hk 22k0
It is easy to see that
` 2yk
- `, 2lkks1
 .  . w xi.e., y T satisfies the condition 3.5 . But, as pointed out in 14 , the
 .condition 3.8 is not even ``nearly'' satisfied.
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